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Abstract 

Cloud computing is a profitable computing service to an individual and enterprise customers. But due 
to some security issue, people seem to be hesitated on it. Once the issues are resolved, cloud 
computing will be the trillion dollars business in the computing world. The Data storage on un-
trusted cloud makes data security is a challenging issue. To address this security issue, this paper 
proposes a hybrid security service    algorithm using encryption and obfuscation techniques, namely, 
EOcipher. Separate algorithm for encryption and obfuscation is proposed but they are working 
together in EOcipher. EOcipher encrypts and obfuscates the original data based on the type of data. 
Non-numerical data are encrypted and numerical data are obfuscated. Both encryption and 
obfuscation are executed in parallel manner. Experiment is conducted for the proposed EOcipher 
with respect to time, size and security level. The proposed encryption and obfuscation is executed 
separately and results are compared with EOcipher. The proposed algorithm processes the data in 
minimum time duration and provides maximum security than encryption and obfuscation. It also 
minimizes size of data being uploaded to the cloud. 

Keywords: Cloud Storage, Cloud Security, Hybrid Security Service, Encryption, Obfuscation. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Cloud is a new way of computing which enables computing resources in an on-demand manner. 
Cloud resources are accessible at anytime and anywhere using any computers. Cloud provides utility 
based service provisioning to users  (Peter Mell and Tim Grance, 2011). Cloud is accessed by three 
different services, Infrastructure as a Service(IaaS), Platform as a Service(PaaS) and Software as a 
Service(SaaS). Cloud is categoried into four types, Public cloud, Private cloud, Community Cloud and 
Hybrid cloud. Cloud is not a new technology instead it is evolved from existing computing like grid, 
utility, parvasive and etc. Cloud is differnt from other computing by its exxential characteristics, that 
are, on-demand self-service, Broad Network Access, Multitenency and Resource pooling, Rapid 
Elasticity and Metering Services (Arockiam L et al., 2011).  
 
The core objective of using cloud is for storage. Cloud has huge virtual storage (Tim Mather et al., 
2009). Cloud provides reliable storage of data through maintaining backup copies of data in different 
cloud datacentres. It protects the data from physical damage but the data are logically attacked by 
different hackers (Ramgovind S et al., 2010) Users’ data are controlled and monitored by different 
untrusted privileged CSPs (Arockiam L. and Monikandan S., 2013). Attackers hack users’ data in the 
cloud. The attackers are either from employees of CSP or other users of cloud services. Attacks from 
the CSPs are very tough to protect (Yau SS, An HG., 2010). 
 
It is very important to protect the unauthorized access of cloud users’ data (Subashini S. and Kavitha 
V., 2011). Security is the main reason and that is why users are hesitating to migrate into cloud 
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computing (Arockiam, L. and S. Monikandan S., 2014). Once the security issue is rectified completely, 
then cloud is the top business in IT industries (Satyendra Singh Rawat and Niresh Sharma, 2012).  
 
This paper proposes a hybrid security service algorithm to protect the data in the cloud storage 
named EOcipher. Encryption and obfuscation techniques (Atiq ur Rehman and M. Hussain., 2011) 
are used in the proposed EOcipher. Encryption and obfuscation are similar techniques used for data 
security. Encrypted data can’t be processed until it is decrypted but obfuscated data can be 
processed without de-obfuscation. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
There are more number of research are ongoing to provide security to the data in cloud. Sunil Sanka 
et al. (Sunil Sanka et al., 2010) addresses challenging problem using capability based access control 
technique that ensures only valid users access the outsourced data. The paper also proposes a 
modified Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol between cloud service provider and the user for 
secretly sharing a symmetric key for secure data access that alleviates the problem of key 
distribution and management at cloud service provider. Surya Nepal et al. (Surya Nepal et al., 2011) 
provided a service-oriented solution for provisioning secure storage service in the hybrid cloud 
environment, called TrustStore. The system is suitable to facilitated individual as well as 
collaborative data storage and access. 
 
Ajoudanian et al. (Ajoudanian and Ahmadi MR., 2012) proposed an enhanced model for data 
security in cloud computing. All the techniques that are useful for protecting data in all levels of 
cloud environments from unsecure access are summarized. Different techniques for protecting 
different kind of cloud service providers are described in detailed. End users access the cloud 
environment via internet as an entry point that this entry must be secure. Strong log-in to access the 
cloud is advantageous for the cloud provider but disadvantageous for the users. This model must 
ensure security on the end users and on the cloud alike. The cloud needs to be secure from any user 
with malicious intent that may attempt to gain access to information or shut down a service. For this 
reason, the cloud should include a denial of service (DoS) protection.  
 
Choudhari et al. (Choudhari, S D. and Shrivastava, S K., 2012) focused on cloud data storage security 
i.e. Data Verification, Tampering, Loss and Theft, which has always been an important aspect of 
quality of service. To ensure the correctness of users’ data in the cloud, proposed an effective and 
flexible distributed scheme with two salient features, opposing to its predecessors. By utilizing the 
homomorphic token with distributed verification of erasure-coded data, the scheme achieves the 
integration of storage correctness insurance and data error localization, i.e., the identification of 
misbehaving server(s). Unlike most prior works, the new scheme further supports secure and 
efficient dynamic operations on data blocks. Sahar et al. (Sahar Mohammed Abduljalil et al., 2013) 
addressed a clear separation of concerns between the business logic and security logic in order for 
any service implementing, the proposed security service to be considered a high level secured 
service in terms of access and communication in order for it to be widely used and acceptable. A 
development model is proposed to write secured services without burdening the developer of 
continuously rewriting security routines. 
 
Boyang et al. (Boyang Wang et al., 2013) proposed a simple and efficient publicly verifiable approach 
to ensure cloud data security without sacrificing the anonymity of data owners or requiring 
significant verification metadata. Specifically, the paper has introduced a security mediator (SEM), 
which is able to generate verification metadata on outsourced data for data owners. This approach 
decouples the anonymity protection mechanism from the PDP. Thus, an organization can employ its 
own anonymous authentication mechanism, and the cloud is oblivious to that since it only deals 
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with typical PDP-metadata. Consequently, there is no extra storage overhead when compared with 
existing non-anonymous PDP solutions. The distinctive features of the scheme also include data 
privacy, such that the SEM does not learn anything about the data to be uploaded to the cloud at all, 
which is able to minimize the requirement of trust on the SEM.  
 
Prakash et al.  (Prakash G L. et al., 2014) proposed an efficient data encryption to encrypt sensitive 
data before sending to the cloud server. This exploits the block level data encryption using 256 bit 
symmetric key with rotation. In addition, data users can reconstruct the requested data from cloud 
server using shared secret key. The paper analyzed the privacy protection of outsourced data using 
experiment is carried out on the repository of text files with variable size. Muhammad et al. 
(Muhammad Sajid Khan et al., 2014) developed an encryption technique has been developed which 
consists of indexing and searching. The scheme does not need to inculcate the decryption steps, the 
users no longer need to decrypt the data during search operation. The proposed method makes the 
search operation more efficient and fast. Besides, it guarantees the protection and security of data. 
 
Most of the researchers have proposed an encryption algorithm for cloud by integrating any two or 
three existing algorithms. But this is not a complete solution for cloud environment. Cloud needs a 
complete security to protect users’ data in the cloud storage. 
 
3. Problem Definition and Motivation 
 
Data security is a critical area in cloud computing environment. Cloud has no limits, and the data can 
be physically placed at any datacenters which are geographically distributed. The users are forced to 
use the platform and infrastructure provided by the same CSP. Hence the CSP knows where the data 
are located and have full access to the data. This scenario of cloud raises several issues regarding 
confidentiality of data. 
 
Users’ data sent to the cloud are controlled and monitored by CSPs. CSPs as privileged 
administrators have the rights to look into the users’ data. Users do not have any control over the 
data in cloud storage. Moreover, cloud is a public environment. Hence, data may have the chance to 
be mingled with data of other users (Arockiam L. and Monikandan S., 2015). 
 
Users do not know whether the data are encrypted in the cloud storage or not. Maintaining keys for 
each user is more difficult for CSPs, and the same key is used for all users’ data. Here are the issue 
raised up for data protection. 
 
4. Methodology 
 
The proposed EOcipher is a hybrid security service algorithm which provided as a service from cloud. 
It uses encryption and obfuscation technique to secure the data. Keys used for encryption and 
obfuscation are generated in cloud and kept by the user for decryption and de-obfuscation.  Fig. 1 
represents work flow of EOcipher. 
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Figure 1. Work Flow of EOcipher 
 

All the data must be encrypted or obfuscated before they are sent to the cloud storage.  Steps 
involved in the EOcipher are as follows, 
 
1. Users’ data are split into non-numerical and numerical.  
2. Encryption procedure is applied to non-numerical data and Obfuscation procedure is applied to 

numerical data. 
EOcipher = EKi

(Non-Num)OK
(Num) 

(E denotes Encryption, O denotes Obfuscation) 
 

3. The two procedures are executed simultaneously to produce the ciphertext CT. 
4. Completion of EOcipher, the data are uploaded to the cloud storage. 
 
EOcipher needs five keys for encryption and obfuscation. Among the five keys, four keys are used for 
encryption procedure and one key is used for obfuscation procedure. The pseudo code of EOcipher 
is given below. 
 
 
 
 
 

Data Merge   
Together 

 

Cloud Storage 

Data  

Split 

 

Numerical 
data 

Non-numerical 
data 

Obfuscation Encryption 

Users’ data 
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Pseudo code: EOcipher 

EOcipher(PT) 
1. start  
2. PTplaintext 
3. Kikeys from Cloud submitted by the user 
4. Nsizeof(PT) 
5. num(i)isdigits(T(i)) 
6. nonnum(i)(!isdigit(T(i))) 
7. Thread.obfuscation_digit(num(i),K) 
8. Thread.encryption_text(nonnum(i),Ki) 
9. Ciphertext(CT) is produced by the simultaneous execution of obfuscation_digit() and 

encryption_text()   
10. End 

 
Thread.obfuscation_digit(num(i), K), this function calls the obfuscation procedure. This procedure 
not only enhances the security of the data in the cloud but also reduces the size of the data to be 
sent to the cloud storage. 
 
Thread.encryption_text(nonnum(i), Ki), this function calls the encryption procedure. It uses the ASCII 
values of each character in the plaintext. Four keys are used for encryption procedure. Among the 
four keys three keys, are integer and one key is string. Same keys are used for decryption procedure. 
CSPs have neither the knowledge of keys nor the encryption algorithm used for data security in 
cloud.  
 
5. Proposed Framework: EOCIPHER 
 
EOcipher executes the users’ data using two techniques to produce the ciphertext. Encryption and 
obfuscation procedure in EOcipher is described below. 
 
5.1 Encryption Procedure 
 
This procedure encrypts the data which are ready to be uploaded to the cloud. This is based on a 
symmetric encryption algorithm. Followings are the steps involved in the encryption procedure. 
 

1. Determine the non-numerical values in the PT (Plain Text). 
 Encryption = EKi

(Non-Num), i=1 to 4  
2. Convert each character in PT to corresponding ASCII code values. 
3. Count the number of values in the PT. 
4. Matrix is formed for total number of values in PT. Fill the PT into the matrix from left to 

right. 
5. Divide the matrix into three matrices called upper, diagonal and lower matrix. 
6. Apply K1. K2, K3 keys on the upper, diagonal and lower matrix respectively. 
7. Interchange the values in upper to lower, lower to upper matrix and rearrange the 

diagonal matrix in reverse order from bottom. 
8. Read the value in the matrix from bottom right to left. 
9. Form another matrix based on the number of characters in the key K4. Fill the values in 

row wise from top to bottom from left to right order. 
 Number of Columns = Number of character in the key K4 
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10. Read the values from the matrix based on the order of characters in the key K4. Read the 
values in matrix column by column and convert it into ASCII character code to produce 
the Cipher Text (CT). 

 
ASCII codes of the PT are used throughout the execution of algorithm. It uses four keys for 
encryption and decryption. A square matrix is formed based on the number of values in the 
plaintext. The maximum size of the square matrix is 20x20, means that matrix has 20 rows and 20 
columns. This matrix could accommodate 400 plaintext characters. If total number of values in the 
PT is greater than 400, size of (PT) > 400, then based on the size of PT, the square matrices are 
formed. If the size of the PT is less than 400, size of (PT)<400 then based on the size of PT, a single 
square matrix is formed. The square matrix is divided into three matrices called Upper (UMAT), 
Diagonal (DMAT) and Lower Matrix (LMAT). Keys for encryption are generated in KGMaaS and 
forwarded to the users. Users submit the keys to encrypt the data. Pseudo code of encryption 
procedure is given below. 
 

Pseudo code: Encryption procedure 

encryption_text(PT, Ki) 
1. Start 
2. T=!isdigit(PT) 
3. ATascii(T) 
4. N count (AT) 
5. Based on the value of N, form a square matrix MAT [R][C],RXC>N, 
6. Apply AT into the matrix MAT[R][C] from left to right 
7. Divide the Matrix MAT[R][C] into three matrices called UMAT, DMAT and LMAT 
8. Read the text from each matrix by  
UUMAT   DDMAT   LLMAT 
9. Apply the key K1, K2, K3 on U, D, L  
 UK1,DK2,LK3 
10. Fill the MAT[R][C] by U, D and L  
11. Interchange the values from UMAT to LMAT and LMAT to UMAT and rearrange the 

DMAT values from bottom. Read the values of MAT[R][C] from bottom in the order of 
right to left 

12. Arrange the text produced from step 12 into another matrix TMAT [R][C] based on 
number character in the key K4 

13. Read the matrix TMAT[R][C] column by column based on the order of key K4 
  TCTMAT[R][C] 
14. Convert TC into ASCII character code to produce Cipher Text (CT) 
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5.2 Obfuscation Procedure 
 
Data obfuscation is recently popular in the field of security in the cloud. The proposed technique is 
used for the data protection without loss of information content. Steps involved in the proposed 
obfuscation technique are as follows, 

1. Determine the numerical values in the PT. 
Obfuscation = OK

(Num),K=1 
2. Find the number of values in the N=sizeof(PT) 
3. Calculate the square (ST) for each value in the PT, ST=square(PT). 
4. Rotate ST at K number of times, K is incremented by 1 for each consecutive value in the 

PT. 
Rotation_ST (RT) = RK+j

(ST)j = 0,1,2,…<N 
(R denotes Rotation) 
5. Calculate module (MT) for RT by 256, MT=RT%256.  
6. Convert the MT into ASCII code to produce ciphertext (CT). 

The obfuscation uses mathematical functions pow(), rotate(), module() and ascii(). The key K is used 
for rotate() function. Key K is an integer value. It is used at the time of rotating the digits. Rotation is 
done by K+j number of times. Pseudo code for obfuscation technique is as follows, 
 

Pseudo code: Obfuscation technique 

Obfuscation_digits(PT, k) 
1. start  
2. PT plaintext 
3. N sizeof(PT) 
4. ST(i) pow(PT(i),2) i=0,1,2…<N 
5. RT(i) rotate(ST(i),K+j) j=0,1,2…<N 
6. MT(i) RT(i)%256 
7. count(i) MT(i)/256 
8. CT(i)ascii(MT(i)) 
9. CT cipher Text   
10. End 

 
Initially, the plain text values are arranged as an array of numerical values 
PT=PT(1),PT(2),PT(3),…PT(N). The mathematical function pow() is applied on the PT. The pow() 
function is used to find square ST value of PT. ST is rotated (RT) at K+j, j=1 to N number of times. The 
key K is incremented by one for each consecutive digit in the ST. RT value is divided by 256 to find 
the count value and also to get the reminder value in MT. The count represents the number of times 
the RT is divided by 256. Finally, the obfuscated text is attained by converting the MT into ASCII 
character code. 
 
The key K is kept by the users. This value is used for de-obfuscation to get the original PT. In the 
proposed EOcipher, each PT value is obfuscated as an 8-bit character value. EOcipher compresses 
the size of plaintext. 
 
EOcipher is used to protect the numerical and non-numerical data. Attackers try to study the pattern 
of ciphertext produced by the EOcipher. The hackers may find the logic of ciphertext, but it is not 
useful because logic used in EOcipher is different for numerical and non-numerical data. So hackers 
couldn’t get the original data. It increases the security of the data stored in the cloud. 
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6. Experimental Results 
 
EOcipher provide security services from the cloud to the users. The users should use this service for 
the data security. Consider the Educational Institution (EI). They want to maintain the data of 
Students, Faculty, Administrative staff, Management staff and other data related to the institutions. 
They are eager to use the cloud storage to reduce their work burden in storing and maintaining the 
institutional data with their own servers. However, they also have some hesitation when they think 
of the security of data in the cloud storage. For example, consider the Marks details of Students as 
shown in Table I. 

Table I. Students’ Sample Marks Details 
 

Roll 
No. 

S_Name Class S_1 S_2 S_3 S_4 S_5 Tot Avg Res Grade 

14001 S.Malar MCA 77 51 60 91 80 359 71.8 Pass 1st Class 

14002 P.Venkat MCA 52 72 70 82 58 334 66.8 Pass 1st Class 

14003 W.Venis MCA 96 53 73 62 92 376 75.2 Pass 1st Class 

14004 S.Ananthi MCA 89 83 90 74 63 399 79.8 Pass 1st Class 

14010 M.Nahul MCA 79 66 67 95 57 364 72.8 Pass 1st Class 

 
If EI wants to store data shown in Table I into the cloud storage, all data are converted using 
EOcipher before store into the cloud storage. The result of EOcipher is shown in Table II. The result 
shows that the entire Students’ details are encrypted and obfuscated. The non-numerical data fields 
are encrypted such as S_Name, Class, Res and Grade. The numerical data fields are obfuscated such 
as Roll No, S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4, S_5, Tot and Avg. 

 
Table II. Encrypted and Obfuscated Data using EOcipher 

 

Roll 
No. 

S_Name Class S_1 S_2 S_3 S_4 S_5 Tot Avg Res Grade 
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EOcipher is developed as a web service and hosted in the cloud server. The data are submitted to 
proposed technique, and then they are encrypted and obfuscated before being uploaded to the 
cloud storage. Security level is analyzed by using ABC Hackman tool. This tool analyses the security 
level of encryption, obfuscation and EOcipher separately. 
 
Performance and security level of proposed EOcipher are compared with Encryption and 
Obfuscation individually. Experiment is conducted for different sizes of data. For each size of data, 
time taken for encryption and obfuscation, decryption and de-obfuscation, and security level are 
measured and evaluated. 
 
 
7. Results Comparison 
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Performance of proposed technique is measured by the time taken to complete encryption and 
obfuscation, decryption and de-obfuscation process. Table III represents the performance 
comparison of encryption, obfuscation and EOcipher.  

 
Table III. Performance Comparison of encryption, obfuscation and EOcipher Based on Encryption and 

Obfuscation Time 
 

Size 
Encryption Obfuscation EOcipher 

(Milliseconds) 

1 MB 240 31 256 

2 MB 468 62 512 

3 MB 656 93 770 

4 MB 889 125 1030 

5 MB 1102 156 1288 

10 MB 2253 328 2568 

15 MB 3388 484 3844 

 
Table IV represents the performance comparison of decryption and de-obfuscation of encryption, 
obfuscation and EOcipher.  

 
 
 

Table IV Performance Comparison of encryption, obfuscation and EOcipher Based on Decryption and 
De-Obfuscation Time 

 

Size 
Encryption Obfuscation EOcipher 

(Milliseconds) 

1 MB 235 16 242 

2 MB 438 31 454 

3 MB 627 47 666 

4 MB 843 51 868 

5 MB 1069 63 1101 

10 MB 2216 109 2292 

15 MB 3341 124 3394 

 
The results show that compared to the encryption and EOcipher, the obfuscation has taken 
minimum time duration for obfuscation and de-obfuscation. Obfuscation is only accessible to 
numerical data but, users want to hide all types of data then EOcipher is the better choice. 
 
Table V represents comparison of security level among encryption, obfuscation and EOcipher. The 
result shows that the proposed EOcipher possesses maximum level of security than others. 
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Table V. Comparison of Security Levels of encryption, obfuscation and EOcipher 
 

S. No. Algorithms Security Level(%) 

1. Encryption 89 

2. Obfuscation 90 

3. EOcipher 91.5 

 
The results show that EOcipher produces 91.5% of security level, compared with encryption and 
obfuscation.   
 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
Cloud security issues are critical concerns for cloud service providers and users. This paper proposed  
hybrid security service algorithms named, EOcipher for securing the data in the cloud. It uses 
encryption for non-numerical data and obfuscation for numerical data. EOcipher encrypts and 
obfuscates the data simultaneously. Experiment is conducted and the results showed that 
obfuscation has taken minimum time duration for obfuscation and de-obfuscation when compared 
with the time taken for encryption and EOcipher. But obfuscation only processes the numerical data. 
EOcipher processes numerical and non-numerical data. The security level is measured by the ABC 
Hackman tool. This tool attacks the data using dictionary and brute force attack. The result of 
Hackman attacks on the data is measured for security level. From the results, it is found that 
EOcipher produce maximum security level. Hence, the proposed EOcipher is an efficient hybrid 
security service algorithm for outsourced data in public cloud storage. 
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